nolds temporarily shut down in-person reli-

“Now people understand these numbers are
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Breathing and belonging in the sanctuary of nature
Highland Views
Chris Highland
Guest columnist

In troubling seasons like this, when we’re uncertain
of what may be carried in the air we breathe, there is
something healthier in the icy-blue breezes circling
the mountains. Rejuvenation, inspiration, the call of
the wild. Poetry can be inhaled and exhaled, too. It lifts
the heart and fires the mind to read, write or recite poems. I was feeling that sense when I wrote this poem a
few years ago:
“I hear the bells of Nature’s church; So, on my cap,
and off to search;
A lightened pack of curiosity, joy; Not felt so strong
since but a boy;
I bend to grasp my walking-stick; And saunter deep
to forest thick;
One eye a telescope to scan the distant ways; One
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eye a microscope the ants, beetles afoot amaze;
And now a choir draws my ear; Just past the peaceful grazing deer;
Anthem familiar, hymn pure and sweet; I quicken
steps with lighter feet;
The wooden door swings wide to show; A stream
and falls in full-singing flow;
I sit to listen on a boulder pew; With a smile of
knowing I’m of the chosen few;
A voice beyond the cascade rises; Calls to higher altars—spiritual surprises;
I leap the stones with expectation; Senses alive to
wild exhortation;
The woods grew darker, the way unclear; Though
feeling lost, I lost all fear;
When near, above me the sermon came; Upon a pulpit a tongue untame;
The wisdom spoken, the courage pronounced; A
truth unbroken, good news announced;
With words unhuman, no words indeed; The sound
sufficient, a heart to lead;
The preacher ascended in feathery robe; And left
me stunned with meaning to probe;

For the owl herself had only said; What I already
knew, What I’d already read;
The scriptures and sermons, the choirs and prayer;
Are all open to everyone anytime there;
There in the wild inspiring places; The congregants
greet you with furry, feathery faces;
Your fellow parishioners shuffle, scurry, slither and
fly; Teach like the trees, the mountains, the sky;
And if you are listening and open each day; You
might hear the bells, as they gladly, out there, call
away.”
I wrote these lines on a bright Sunday morning, after a silent saunter in the forest. Sitting on a mossy
boulder by a cool, calm stream, my only companions
were wild creatures, both seen and unseen. While
those moments can sometimes elicit a chilly feeling of
aloneness, if we’re attentive we know we’re never
alone or disconnected from warm relationships with
other living things. These times can offer a more natural congregation, a celebration, a “service” of Life and
living.
See NATURE, Page 2D
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The images in the poem caused a familiar feeling to
well up within, reminding me of all the years of Sundays I gave to the church. I’ve been asked what I miss
from my former life of faith. The poem is my way of
responding, with “a smile of knowing I’m of the chosen
few.” The pews, hymns, altars are the natural setting
for “the word,” delivered by a preacher “in feathery
robe.” The sermon is unexpected yet strangely familiar. “A truth unbroken, good news announced, With
words unhuman, no words indeed.” Millions of words
over thousands of years, hundreds of scriptures,
countless sermons, prayers and services, forever fling-
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churches to invest in new technology and has broadened who participates in services, Anderson said.
Some pastors offer podcasts and daily devotions on-

this. I think all of Iowa will rejoice (when) we can again
have a potluck.”

ing word after word into the calm or chaotic streams.
All the while avoiding the word of truth we most need
to hear: Silence. The owl and other “fellow parishioners” join the trees, mountains, sky, to teach what we
humans seem so resistant to listen to, to learn.
We have no excuse and it’s never too late to hear the
bells, awaken and enter those wild places “open to everyone anytime there.” No locked doors, no protected
place of imposed sacredness, no space to praise and
please something or someone greater than Nature.
“If you are listening,” I wrote, “You might hear the
bells” and they are out there, calling us out, and away—
away from the unnatural, human-centered sanctuaries and services that tend to draw us away from the
world rather than to the world. This is why we need
artists-poets and painters, sculptors and potters. We
have to have teachers and writers, naturalists and ac-

tivists who create fresh ways to engage our world, not
escape it, or fill it with needless noise and wasted
words.
Carl Sandburg wrote: “The breathing of the earth,
may be heard along with the music of the sea, in their
joined belongings.” (“The People, Yes” 92). That is
what poetry is for and what religion may have been for,
once. Joined belongings … not membership, nor tribalism-not religion at all. The breathing and music of belonging. The poet within us knows this is true.
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Chris Highland served as a Protestant minister and
interfaith chaplain for many years. He is a teacher,
writer, freethinker and humanist celebrant. Chris and
his wife Carol, a Presbyterian minister, live in Asheville. His latest books are “A Freethinker’s Gospel” and
“Broken Bridges.” Learn more at chighland.com.
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